
THE GRAPHOMETRIC SIGNATURE

iStrumentum

iStrumentum is software designed and developed by Notartel in collaboration with 

Aruba and the Information Technology Sector of CNN that allows for the signing of 

a digital document (public deed or authenticated private deed) with absolute safety 

and simplicity. iStrumentum covers the entire process of preparation, creation, 

verification and finalisation of a computerised notarial deed and its annexes, for the 

signing of which the parties can use either a digital signature (for those who have 

one) and/or a graphometric signature. 

The iStrumentum software was designed and implemented in compliance with the 

Digital Administration Code and the notarial law and can be integrated with the 

functionality of business applications for notarial offices created by commercial 

software houses. iStrumentum, once installed, interfaces with the National Council's 

CA of Service and the time stamp system. 



The signing of a computerised deed uses a graphometric device (pad) connected to 

a computer. The signature on the device is immediately processed by iStrumentum 

and incorporated into the deed. 

At the end of the process iStrumentum creates a single file with the .ati extension 

which includes the digital or graphometric signatures of the parties and the digital 

signatures of the notary affixed to the various documents that make up the 

computerised deed. The file thus produced is ready to be sent to the regulated 

archival system Notartel has provided for the National Council. 

iStrumentumWeb 

The software is also available in web version, without the need to be installed or 

updated on different PCs. This version of iStrumentum allows the Notary to 

stipulate outside the firm without any restrictions other than having an internet 

connection, a smartcard reader and a graphometric tablet. 

iStrumentumVOL 

It is the online verifier of the IT deed in .ati format, the web application for checking 

a notarial IT deed and its annexes signed with digital signature and / or 

graphometric signature. 

By connecting to iSVOL through the Digital Signature website of the Italian Notaries, 

you can check .ati files, whether they are public documents or private records, 

without the need to install software and without transferring documents to the 

remote server. 

see on the web: h t tp : / /ca .notar ia to . i t /    

http://ca.notariato.it/


Founded in 1997, Notartel is a company owned by the National Council of Notaries and the 

Cassa Nazionale. We implement and manage computerised and online services for Italian 

notaries. We connect all Italian notarial offices through the Unified Notarial Network (R.U.N.), 

a private web platform created by the Notariat at its own expense that provides services for 

communications with the public service and thus indirectly with the public. Our task is to 

implement the policies set out by the IT Sector of the National Council. Our operational aim 

is to integrate the internal services within the notary's office, created in-house or by third 

parties, with those of the Public Administration and private parties using a single Notarial 

computer system. Since 2002 we have managed the issuing of digital signatures and smart 

cards as well as certified electronic mail for Italian notaries on behalf of the National Council 

of Notaries. We have been certified ISO 27001: 2013, ISO 9001: 2000 and Regulation EU No 

910/2014 (eIDAS). We are registered in the list of accredited AgID Conservators and in the 

Register of online sale Managers by Ministry of Justice.

Our newsletter: http://www.infonews.notartel.it/infonews/index.html 

For further information, see: www.notartel.it  
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